
 

PRESS RELEASE 
 
FLOATING LINE CONNECTING SYSTEM OF 
BOSKALIS WINNER OF THE IADC SAFETY 
AWARD 2019 
 
17 October 2019 – During a ceremony at the IADC Annual General Meeting in New 

Delhi, IADC President Frank Verhoeven announced the Safety Award 2019 winner: 

Boskalis with its Floating Line Connecting System. From fourteen nominations, the 

association’s Safety Committee and Board of Directors selected the Boskalis nomination 

as the winner. Connecting floating pipes is an operation that can cause risks for the 

people involved and for this reason Boskalis developed a system that enables the lines to 

be connected without using any manpower. On behalf of Boskalis, Mr. Hans Dieteren 

accepted the award. 

 

BOSKALIS’ REMOTE CONTROL FLOATING LINE CONNECTING SYSTEM 

ELIMINATES DANGEROUS MANUAL OPERATIONS 

Boskalis’ in-house technical department has developed an innovative Floating Line 

Connecting System (FLCS), where floating pipes are connected safely by remote control, 

without the need for people to get close to the pipelines, eliminating manual operations 

entirely. This results in fewer crew transfers and fewer safety risks. 

 

The high risk operation of connecting pipelines was identified by the crews doing the 

work and the consensus was, there must be a better way. The first step was developing a 

self-floating pipeline that could handle sharp materials. The flexibility of this pipeline 

meant that 100-metre-long pieces could be placed instead of 20 metres long as is normal 

with steel pipes. This resulted in an immediate reduction in the number of connection 

points so fewer people were put in risky situations. Yet manual activities were still 

required. Brainstorm sessions led to various designs and demands, but it took ten years 

before all the pieces fell in place and a final design was made. A patent has now been 

applied for and the Boskalis inventors continue to look at ways to improve the design. 

 

  



 

In many ways, the system represents a tremendous safety innovation. People are less at 

risk of hurting hands or fingers or come close the waterline. The system has already been 

applied to the port construction project in Duqm, Oman and it will soon be rolled out and 

be applied to future Boskalis projects. 

 

ANNUAL AWARD PROMOTES SAFETY INNOVATIONS 

The IADC Safety Award is intended to encourage the development of safety skills on the 

job and to reward people and companies demonstrating diligence in safety awareness in 

the performance of their profession. Given every year, the award is a recognition of the 

exceptional safety performance demonstrated by a particular project, programme, 

procedures, product, ship, team or employees. 

 
Photo 1 caption: 
Boskalis’ remote-controlled Floating Line Connecting System can eliminate the need for 
people to be involved in this high-risk activity with danger of hand and finger injuries, 
people falling overboard or being hit by snapping lines. 
 
Photo 2 caption: 
On behalf of Boskalis, Hans Dieteren (left) accepts the Safety Award 2019 which was 
bestowed by IADC’s President Frank Verhoeven (right). 
 
 
For more information: Ria van Leeuwen, Senior PR & Communications Officer, International 
Association of Dredging Companies (IADC) at +31 (0)70 352 3334 or VanLeeuwen@iadc-
dredging.com. 
 
IADC stands for “International Association of Dredging Companies” and is the global umbrella 
organisation for contractors in the private dredging industry. As such IADC is dedicated to not 
only promoting the skills, integrity and reliability of its members, but also the dredging industry 
in general. IADC has over a hundred main and associated members. Together they represent the 
forefront of the dredging industry. For more information visit www.iadc-dredging.com. 
 


